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ABSTRACT: A liberal education curriculum requires discipline-
specific courses that develop intellectual and practical skills. With this
promise of development, it is crucial that instruction focuses on
content knowledge as well as the thinking patterns associated with the
content. In chemistry, scientific reasoning is one such skill that
students should improve; however, this is a tall order for a traditional
lecture course. Through the use of student-centered, content-driven,
and reasoning skill-focused interventions, this development may be
more likely to occur. This article describes the development,
implementation, and evaluation of instructional materials for a
chemistry class for non-science majors and makes the materials
available to the chemistry education community for broader
dissemination.
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■ BACKGROUND

Many universities across the country subscribe to the idea of
liberal education; their students take a variety of core courses to
ensure exposure to content and theories outside of their major
field to help “develop both intellectual and practical skills.”1 Of
the practical skills, the one that is given the most emphasis is
critical thinking. Critical thinking as a construct has a
notoriously broad range of definitions, from “applying,
analyzing, synthesizing, and/or evaluating information”2 to
“purposeful, self-regulatory judgment,”3 making it difficult to
assess and thus target instruction and measure improvement.
We selected scientific reasoning (SR) as a construct of interest
since it comprises a subset of critical thinking skills that fits
both criteria, as it focuses on examining data, making
inferences, and hypothesizing, as well as basic reasoning tasks.
Previous literature has shown that improvement in SR can be
accomplished through the use of inquiry-based learning
approaches.4,5 In our efforts to improve student content and
SR outcomes, we set out to design and evaluate classroom
interventions for a chemistry course for nonscience majors.
This article describes (1) the development of content and SR-
focused classroom interventions; (2) course specifics and
implementation; and (3) evaluation methods and outcomes.
While incorporating student-centered instruction in the
classroom is not a novel concept, we have taken extra care to
not only create interventions but to also evaluate their intended
design features using a combination of methods commonly
used by researchers, which is uncommon in dissemination of

classroom materials. While collaborative pencil-and-paper
activities have been created for courses such as general
chemistry,6,7 analytical chemistry,8 and physical chemistry,9,10

reformed classroom materials for this particular chemistry
course are not typically found. We hope that the interventions
and data to describe their effectiveness will motivate other
faculty to use them, as well as provide useful methods for
further curriculum development and testing. The interventions
were developed as part of a larger study that investigates the
effect of targeted instruction on the students’ scientific
reasoning skills. Data describing students’ reasoning gains
without the use of the interventions has been previously
published.6

■ DESIGN

The interventions were designed for use in a chemistry class for
nonscience majors at our home institution. The majority of the
students enrolled in this course are business majors with
smaller contingents from the humanities and education, which
is typical for this course. The average self-reported ACT score
for these students is 26, which is commensurate with the profile
of the entire university. The course, Chemistry in Modern
Society, aims to help students understand both the nature of
basic chemical processes and the ways that chemistry affects our
society. The course text is the American Chemical Society’s
Chemistry in Context (7th ed.),12 and the interventions were
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developed to be seamlessly integrated into the class and in
parallel with the textbook. The course addresses material from
five chapters of the textbook (Table 1). Also shown are the
specific content foci of the interventions.

The interventions are intended to take between 45 and 50
min to completea typical lecture period for a three credit
hour course. Students are placed in heterogeneous groups of
4−5 students based on their score on the Lawson Classroom
Test of Scientific Reasoning (LCTSR),13,14 chosen because of
its previous use in science disciplines and ease of assessing the
construct.11 Most of the groups contained one “high” reasoner,
two “middle” reasoners, and one “low” reasoner. The
designations of high, medium, and low are norm-referenced
groupings; the students were ranked from lowest score to
highest score and then placed in groups. The activities are built
on a learning cycle framework, which engages students in a
cycle of exploring new or unfamiliar phenomena (exploration),
testing their ideas against what is known (concept introduc-
tion), and formulating new hypotheses about the phenomena
and applying them to future scenarios (concept application).15

These interventions are also student-centered; the instructor
circulates to answer questions and clarify points of confusion.
This curricular design and teaching method was selected
because it has been shown to encourage the development of SR
skills.4,16,17 The interventions provide students with data (in
graphs or tables) or a short passage to read and then pose
questions that require a particular scientific reasoning skill to
arrive at an answer. To keep students on pace throughout the
class period, content checkpoints via a student response system
(clickers) were used at 10−15 min intervals. An example of
checkpoints associated with Intervention 4, the Chernobyl
disaster, can be found in Figure 1.

In addition to the five interventions listed in Table 1, ten
shorter activities were developed with the purpose of increasing
the amount of student-centered activity and social discourse
during the class period, which have also been suggested to help
increase SR skills.18 The shorter activities were designed to take
approximately 10−15 min each and were focused on
application of content or practice of skills without a deliberate
emphasis on scientific reasoning skills or the learning cycle
framework. The content of the shorter activities is shown in
Table 2. These shorter activities were implemented at the end

of the lesson preceding a full-class intervention and at the end
of the class following the full-class intervention. Unlike the
longer interventions, these short activities did not introduce
new content.
Not all of the shorter activities that precede and follow the

longer interventions have curricular connections to those
interventions but rather simply address the topics that come
before or after the content within the structure of the course.
The activities that do have connectionsproviding prerequisite
knowledge, context, or further applicationare denoted with
an “a” in Table 2 and are discussed with their respective
interventions in the Supporting Information.
The design process began with deciding how many

interventions to have across the semester and what content
to address. The decision was made to design one intervention
per textbook unit and to focus on content that would be easy
enough for the students to work through and understand on
their own but difficult enough to provide some challenge to
those who may have been more familiar with the topic. Once
the content foci of the interventions were determined, we
examined the content in light of each of the reasoning skills
assessed by the LCTSR: conservation of mass and volume;
proportional, probabilistic, correlational, and hypothetico-
deductive reasoning; and the controlling of variables. The
goal was to identify which skills naturally aligned with the
content, for example, addressing proportional reasoning while
presenting material on the properties of light. Framing activities
around the content first and reasoning skills second limited the
scope of reasoning skills that could be addressed through the
interventions, as not all skills (e.g., probabilistic reasoning,
controlling of variables) fit with the course content. Drafts of
the interventions underwent multiple rounds of revision and
were pilot tested with a group of chemistry education research
graduate students and faculty to determine if any questions
were unclear. The pilot testers provided suggestions to clarify

Table 1. Textbook Chapters Taught and Intervention
Content Foci

Textbook Chapter Content Focus

Ch. 1: The Air We Breathe The Air Quality Index
Ch. 2: Protecting the Ozone Layer Properties of Light
Ch. 3: The Chemistry of Global
Warming

CO2 and The Greenhouse Effect

Ch. 7: The Fires of Nuclear Fission Radioactive Half-Lives and
Chernobyl

Ch. 11: Nutrition: Food for Thought Molecular Polaritya and Food
aNote: Polarity is presented in Ch. 5 but is taught in conjunction with
Ch. 11.

Figure 1. Example clicker checkpoints used with Intervention 4:
Radioactive half-lives and Chernobyl.

Table 2. Short Activity Content Aligned with Interventions

Intervention Activity Content Focus

1 1 The London Fog and Air Pollutiona

2 Classifying Matter (Elements, Compounds,
Mixtures)

2 3 Drawing Lewis Structures
4 Are High SPF Sunscreens Beneficial?a

3 5 Molecular Vibrations and IR Absorptiona

6 VSEPR Theory/Molecular Shapes
4 7 Balancing Nuclear Decay Equations

8 Annual Radiation Dosagea

5 9 “Food Rules” Evaluation Activity
10 Fatty Acids Structure Identification

aActivities that provide prerequisite knowledge, context, or further
application of intervention topics.
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the wording of the instructions and questions. On the basis of
those suggestions, revisions were made and were tested again
with an undergraduate chemistry education researcher. His
answers to questions in the interventions were taken into
consideration for final revisions to arrive at the final products.
Detailed summaries of the individual interventions and how
specific questions focus on reasoning skills can be found in the
Supporting Information.
In terms of logistics, the interventions were designed to take

most, if not all, of a 50 min lecture period; getting students
organized into their groups as they walk in is helpful. The
activities were placed at the end of class periods that were more
lecture-based; around 5 min was allotted for group organ-
ization. These procedures were in place from the beginning of
the semester so students could see that group work was part of
the class routine. It took little time to transition between group
work and lecture.

■ EVALUATION

The evaluation of the intervention design and implementation
was done to ensure that three goals were met: (1) the
interventions were student-centered, (2) they were able to
increase students’ understanding of the course content, and (3)
the interventions helped students increase their SR skills. The
research tools used to evaluate each of the three goals are
described in the subsections that follow. Prior to collecting any
quantitative or qualitative data associated with the study, IRB
approval was obtained from the university.

Student-Centeredness: Classroom Observations

To understand how the interventions and activities were
functioning in the classroom environment, we observed and
video recorded group interactions and listened to interactions
between the instructor (second author) and student groups. In
response to the observations, changes were made to the
wording of some instructions and questions. No major changes
were made that affected the content addressed in any of the
interventions.
To investigate the differences between the instructor’s

normal lecture periods, class periods that included an activity,
and class periods that consisted of only an intervention, video
data of the three types of classes were scored using the
Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP).19 The
RTOP is a 25-item classroom observation protocol that is

standards-based, inquiry-oriented, and student-centered and is
designed to evaluate teaching practices that emphasize a
problem-solving approach and active learning.16 Each item on
the RTOP is scored on a Likert scale from 0 (never occurred)
to 4 (very descriptive) depending on how descriptive each
statement was of the class period observed. While this makes
the theoretical range of possible scores 0 to 100, extensive use
of the instrument in our research group has shown that it has a
practical lower limit of about 20. The RTOP has subscales of
lesson design and implementation (LDI), content (C), and
classroom culture (CC) in order to give instructors more
pointed feedback on what can be improved in their classroom
to make it more “reformed.” To encourage high inter-rater
agreement of the measurements, we used an improved RTOP
instrument as described in a recent study with the RTOP.20

Over the course of the semester, 15 class periods were
observed and video recorded: seven traditional lecture periods,
three activity periods, and all five intervention periods. The
videos were each scored by three trained raters, the first author
being a rater on all 15 videos. If scores from independent
scoring differed by more than five points, the scores were
negotiated to reach score convergence within five points. For
the 15 class periods observed, the average rating for each of the
three subscales and the total score are presented in Table 3.
There are markedly different median scores for the various

types of lessons observed throughout the semester. Higher
scores tend to be associated with the interventions and lower
scores with lectures. For further confirmation of this difference
in instruction types, a Kruskal−Wallis analysis of the total
RTOP score by class type showed a significant difference, H(2)
= 12.04, p = 0.002. Since a significant difference existed, post hoc
analyses were conducted to determine where the difference
existed using three Mann−Whitney U tests. Because of the
need for multiple comparisons, a Bonferroni correction was
made to minimize the familywise error rate, making the cutoff
for rejecting the null hypothesis p = 0.0167 for these analyses.
When comparing the interventions to the activities, there is no
significant difference between the median RTOP scores, U <
0.001, p = 0.024, r = 0.75. When comparing the interventions
RTOP scores to those of the lectures, there is a significant
difference, U < 0.001, p = 0.003, r = 0.82. There is also a
significant difference when comparing the activities’ RTOP
scores to those of the lectures, U < 0.001, p = 0.016, r = 0.76. It
is not surprising that no difference was detected between the

Table 3. Average RTOP Subscale and Total Score by Class Typea

Lect. 1 Lect. 2 Lect. 3 Lect. 4 Lect. 5 Lect. 6 Lect. 7 Lect. Median

LDI 4.3 5.0 4.7 5.7 4.7 3.7 4.7 4.7
C 17.7 15.3 14.3 17.3 14.7 14.3 16.3 15.3
CC 9.3 9.0 10.3 9.3 9.0 7.3 8.0 9.3
Total 31.3 29.3 29.3 32.3 28.3 25.3 29.0 29.3

Act. 1 Act. 2 Act. 3 Act. Median

LDI 5.3 5.7 8.7 5.7
C 16.3 16.7 22.3 16.7
CC 15.0 14.3 17.3 15.0
Total 36.7 36.7 48.3 36.7

Inter.1 Inter. 2 Inter.3 Inter.4 Inter. 5 Inter. Median

LDI 11.3 11.7 11.3 12.0 11.3 11.3
C 25.0 24.0 25.7 27.3 29.3 25.7
CC 25.3 22.0 26.7 21.7 23.3 23.3
Total 61.7 57.0 63.7 60.7 64.0 61.7

aLDI = Lesson Design and Implementation; C = Content; CC = Classroom Culture.
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RTOP scores for the activities and those for the interventions,
as there was not adequate statistical power due to fewer scores
for both of these lesson types. The way in which the groups are
coded in the statistical software package (SPSS Version 21),
however, allows us to conduct a Jonckheere-Terpstra analysis to
investigate if there is an increasing or decreasing trend to the
medians of the groups being compared.21 In other words, by
coding the interventions as “1,” the activities as “2,” and the
lectures as “3,” we can use the Jonckherre test to see if the
medians of the groups’ total scores decrease, as would be
expected. The results of the Jonckheere analysis confirm that as
the amount of intended student-centered behavior decreased,
the medians of the total RTOP scores in each group also
decreased, J < 0.001, z = −3.84, r = −0.99. Both analyses were
also performed on each of the subscales (LDI, C, CC) and
produced similar results. These results demonstrate that the
interventions and short activities that were developed are
structurally different than this instructor’s normal lecture style,
which was one of our intended goals. The interventions and
activities were designed to have students work in groups, with
the teacher acting as a resource while students interact with
models, graphs, and/or manipulatives related to the content
addressed in the intervention or activity for that day. These
improvements over a standard lecture setting resulted in higher
scores on the RTOP items corresponding with students’ use of
models and the teacher serving as a resource. This confirmed
and validated our design choices with observational data.
Specifically looking at the Classroom Culture (CC) subscale
scores for the different lesson types, it is apparent that the
interventions scored well above the lectures with the activities
falling in between, thus demonstrating that the activities and
interventions, designed to be more student-centered, were
executed as such. Examples of RTOP items in the CC subscale
included “there was a high proportion of student talk and a
significant amount of it occurred between and among students”
and “the metaphor of ‘teacher as listener’ was very characteristic
of this classroom.”19

Student Content Understanding: Content Questions

To investigate students’ content mastery gains from their use of
the interventions and activities, exam items were written or
used from previous semesters to assess content that was
exclusively addressed by the interventions. Example exam
questions related to the content addressed in the interventions
can be found in Figure 2. Across four midterm exams

(approximately 120 items in total), a total of 30 items were
identified that evaluated content from the interventions and
activities from the 83 students in the intervention semester.
We hoped that students would perform well on these items;

however, it was difficult to examine the results without a basis
for comparison. Consequently, we identified 26 items that

assessed chemistry content aligned with the interventions from
the four midterm exams of a previous semester (180 students)
to serve as a comparison. Data for student performance on
these items in both semesters are shown in Figure 3.
From the data presented in Figure 3, it appears that students

in the intervention implementation semester performed better
on average than those in the semester without the
interventions. To determine whether the difference between
semesters was significant, a Mann−Whitney U test was
conducted, as the assumptions of normality and homogeneity
of variances for an ANOVA were violated.
The analysis revealed that there is a significant difference

between the two groups on their aggregated scores across the
midterm exams with a small effect size, U = 5601.0, z = 3.26, p
= 0.001, r = 0.20. At this point, it is important to note a
limitation of this comparison. Although the items from both
semesters assess the same content, they do not use the same
wording from semester to semester, which could cause students
to respond or think about the questions in different ways. To
evaluate the extent of this limitation, we calculated the item
difficulty for each item in each semester. The comparison
semester had a range of item difficulties from 0.33 to 0.95 with
an average difficulty of 0.69. The intervention semester had a
range of item difficulties from 0.34 to 0.96 with an average
difficulty of 0.72. These results suggest that over the course of
the semester, the two groups of students performed similarly.
Even with the previously discussed limitation, it is a promising
result that students are able to answer questions correctly about
content that they investigated through student-centered
interventions to a slightly higher degree than those that did
not have exposure to the interventions. This finding provides
further evidence that reformed teaching practices that actively
engage students in a more active role result in positive
knowledge outcomes. This result is not surprising, however,
given the body of literature that suggests use of student-
centered teaching practices framed around a constructi-
vist3−5,15,22 learning theory.

Student SR Ability: Analogous Reasoning Task Interviews

After each of the first four interventions, one-on-one,
semistructured interviews were conducted with a small number
of students to verify both the content gains of the activity (by
asking the participants what they learned through the
interventions) and the reasoning gains (by asking the
participants to answer a question analogous to those that
appear on the LCTSR).13,14 No students participated in more
than one interview throughout the semester. The interviews
were conducted within a week of each intervention to try to
ensure that the growth in their content and reasoning could be
attributed to the activities, not other factors in the classroom
environment or maturation. The results from the reasoning
portion of the interview are presented in Table 4a−d. The
answer profile column shows the possible combinations of
performance on the LCTSR pretest and on the analogous
reasoning task in the interview setting. The frequency column
shows the number of students who exhibited that particular
profile from that set of interviews. The analogous questions
came from a second measure of scientific reasoning, the Test of
Logical Thinking (TOLT).23 Table 4a,b,d shows that there is a
fair number of students in each set of interviews who improve
following the intervention. After Intervention 1, three out of the
eight students who completed the interview answered both
pretest items incorrectly but were able to correctly answer the

Figure 2. Example exam questions related to intervention content.
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analogous item in the interview. After Intervention 2, three out
of the seven students who completed the interview had both
pretest items incorrect and answered the analogous item
correctly; another three of seven performed similarly after
Intervention 4.
The negative results of the interviews after Intervention 3

(Table 4c) suggest that the reasoning questions in the
intervention likely did not effectively map onto the reasoning
skill tested through the analogous question. Alternatively, one
could conclude that students “lost” reasoning skills as a result of
the intervention; however, a student regressing to more naıv̈e
reasoning patterns does not align with the Piagetian
developmental framework underlying SR skills.
Looking at the results across all three proportional reasoning

interventions (Interventions 1, 2, and 4), 6 of the 22 students

consistently answered correctly on the pretest and interview
items. Of the remaining 16, 9 students showed growth from the
pretest to the interview. Of the seven remaining, 2 improved
and 5 did not. It should also be noted that students that
demonstrated growth in their answer profile (both incorrect →
correct) across all of the interviews had a range of pretest scores
from four to eight, suggesting that the interventions help
students improve or maintain their skills across levels of overall
SR ability.

■ CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of the evaluation outcomes, we assert that the
interventions met their intended goals. First, the amount of
student-centeredness was apparent through use of the RTOP,
which not only shows that these materials are significantly
different than a lecture period but also that the interventions
were being implemented by the instructor with fidelity. Second,
students using the interventions were able to gain as much or
more content knowledge than those who did not. The
interventions were also effective at improving the reasoning
skills in some students, as evident in their interview
performance as compared to their performance on the pretest
measure. The evaluation results validated that the multiple
revisions before implementation helped to produce activities
aligned with the goals of the reform.
Secondary to the major findings is the notion that classroom

activities should be subjected to the detailed and rigorous
evaluation that various research tools offer to enable our
students to interact with the highest quality materials possible.
This is especially important with the population at hand
(nonscience majors), as the course may be the only exposure
some students have to college-level chemistry instruction. We
hope that instructors teaching nonmajors chemistry will find
the interventions to be useful teaching resources and that our
evaluation approach contributes to the development of future
classroom materials.

■ FUTURE WORK
The interventions described have been revised since these data
were collected, and the documents found in the Supporting
Information are the most current versions. The intervention
implementation took place over the course of a second
semester with the revised materials. The data from this group of

Figure 3. Content mastery data for comparison and intervention semesters.

Table 4. Frequency of Answer Profiles on LCTSR (pretest)
and Analogous (interview) Items

Answer Profile (pretest → interview) Frequency

(a) Intervention 1 (proportional, 8 participants)

Both incorrect → correct 3
One incorrect → correct 0
One incorrect → incorrect 1
Both correct → correct 4
Both incorrect → incorrect 0

(b) Intervention 2 (proportional, 7 participants)
Both incorrect → correct 3
One incorrect → correct 1
One incorrect → incorrect 1
Both correct → correct 1
Both incorrect → incorrect 1

(c) Intervention 3 (correlational, 5 participants)
Incorrect → correct 0
Incorrect → incorrect 2
Correct → correct 0
Correct → incorrect 3

(d) Intervention 4 (proportional, 7 participants)
Both incorrect → correct 3
One incorrect → correct 1
One incorrect → incorrect 1
Both correct → correct 1
Both incorrect → incorrect 1
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students will be analyzed in concert with that of the initial
implementation group and the semesters without implementa-
tion to determine gains in SR attributed to the use of these
targeted materials in the classroom.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT

*S Supporting Information

Descriptions and full versions of all interventions can be found
in the Supporting Information. This material is available via the
Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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